Pictographs in the San Luis Rey artistic style can be viewed along a clearly marked trail in Blair Valley, Anza-Borrego Desert State Park. Some petroglyphs are "imagining" or engraving into the rock itself. Made with primitive tools, petroglyphs can include fine details. The two artistic styles involved are: polychrome sunbursts, often divided circles and humanoid figures. The La Rumerosa style characterized by red zigzags, diamonds, dots and chevrons such as those found in Blair Valley, Anza-Borrego Desert State Park, and the La Rumerosa Rock Art Association, now images are being revealed in areas that were not documented before. Today, there are no definitive answers to what various symbols in rock art mean. However, respect for the artist all along. It is the work of any culture. Just like nature will remove ever age. Removing the debris will cause even more dam. The natural landscape is an integral part of the petroglyphs or pachyderm. One day nature will eventually remove the graffiti, the only record left in the land. Eventually, however, nature will remove ever-thing we leave. What we will be left with is the imagination and the dreams that created the art in the first place. Researchers have attempted to discover meaning in the art. Photographs presented at the Rock Art Symposium discussed various theories. One paper from Northern California showed images of rock art related to having good luck on a hunt; the images depicted big bears asleep. Several papers were about astronomical events. Researchers have been going to specific sites during both the solar and lunar equinox to document the position of sunlight and shadows. What is clear is that important events in the life of a community are the functions of petroglyphs and petroglyphs. Rock art should be treated with the respect and reverence, that one would give to the art-Work of any culture. Just like you would not touch or remove art from the Louvre, you should not touch rock art. The oils in human skin can actively damage the paint, and continued touching will ruin away even etched symbols.
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